
ELAN Media DOOH Case 
Study

The launch of the most 
innovative Digital Out-
of-Home network in the 
Middle East Region 



Overview
The vision behind establishing ELAN Media 13 years ago was to become a pioneering media house providing the most innovative and efficient 
media tools in the region.

ELAN Media's core objective was to achieve premium audience delivery and take the advertising sector in Qatar to the next level by adopting 
the most- advanced international practices & technologies in the field.

ELAN Media partnered with JC Decaux, the international leading media company, and adopted many international techniques that was
introduced for the 1st time in the Qatari Market.

ELAN Media is specialized in crafting innovative communication and advertising landscapes across a mix of media channels to engage 
consumers and energize brands.
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The Challenge 

The worldwide expansion of DOOH networks propelled the need that ELAN Media being a pioneer in the 

field of advertising  in the MENA region to take action, so the team imagined and started creating a plan to 

establish a digital ad network for the first time in the Middle East market, specifically in the State of Qatar. In 

addition to this ELAN Media wanted to find an advertising platform that contributes to increasing the 

engagement of consumers with the brands and achieve an  great ROI for each campaign. Moreover, the fact 

that many mega malls that will reach millions of people each year were opening in Qatar. The combination of 

the three reasons urges ELAN Group to establish this Digital out- of- home network. 

The main three reasons that urged ELAN Media to take action are: 

#1 #2 #3
New Malls opening 

in Qatar 
DOOH is expected to 

largely overtake 

traditional media by 2020

Increase 

engagement 



ELAN Media Invested in 240+ Digital Assets

ELAN Media's advertising experts decided to 

use the opportunity of the new super malls 

opening & the large interest generated by the 

costumers and brands to introduce the most 

advanced DOOH network in the region.

We partnered with international experts in the 

field to study, plan, source & deploy the most 

advanced digital assets in Qatar’s latest 

malls.

240+ 
Digital Screens 

The team also equipped the screens with 

advanced technologies to deliver data 

analysis and manage the content on the 
digital screens. Screen Types: LCD Screens & HD LED Screens



To design, implement & operate this large network, ELAN Media partnered with DOOH Industry Leaders Worldwide.
This gave ELAN Media access to the latest technologies & knowledge  in the field and supported the company’s position as a 
regional pioneer in the Industry. 
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ELAN Media Partnership with BroadSign
BroadSign Provides ELAN Media with an Automated Content Management System “CMS” to accurately Manage the advertising content 

featured on its Digital Out-of-home Screens at Mall of Qatar, Doha Festival City & Ezdan Mall

What does BroadSign "CMS" Provide ELAN Media’s 240+ Digital Network?

ELAN Media uses BroadSign’s cloud-based

secure and reliable automated digital signage

software to accurately control ad content displayed

at the 240+ digital screens at Mall of Qatar, Doha

Festival City Mall, and Ezdan Mall. BroadSign

software enables ELAN Media to provide brands

with an efficient tool to plan their campaigns by

time of day, day of week, and individual screen

location so that they can reach the right

audience at the right time.

The execution of ad campaigns on ELAN Media’s

digital network is completely automated in an

error-free campaign management

environment controlled from the ELAN Live digital

control center. This automation means that

advertisers now have the possibility to revise,

modify or even change their creative copy in

seconds should they need to.



ELAN Live Digital Control Centre: Where all the 
Magic happens

To manage the new extensive 
digital network, ELAN Media 
established ELAN Live, the first 
Digital Content Control Center of 
its kind in Qatar. ELAN Live is a 
cutting-edge control suite, a central 
location from which ELAN Media’s 
team can control content delivery 
to its 240+ digital screens 
operating in Mall of Qatar, Doha 
Festival City and Ezdan Mall. 

It is also where all the data 
gathered from the AVA is analyzed 
to produce the Vidireports which 
provide advertisers with a detailed 
content analysis of their 
campaigns. 

The center has screens that 
replicate the assets at the malls to 
provide advertisers with a real-life 
preview of the content before it 
goes live. 



Quividi: Know your Audience in Real Time 
& Real Life 

We also wanted that our digital network not to be 

only a set of high- tech displays, but also a source 

of data to help brands optimize their campaigns. 

This is where we turned to Quividi, the #1 industry 

standard for audience analytics in DOOH located 

in France to use their AVA technology to analyze 

the content & measure the performance of each 

campaign at a granular level. 

The AVA technology provides content and 

audience analysis that certifies viewership and 

analyzes the demographics and mood of the 

audience while fully respecting personal privacy. 

The analysis allows ELAN Media’s team to 

produce VidiReports that can exactly identify the 

audience of each piece of content.

Data is an essential part of advertising planning: it provides 

three key benefits:



A Wealth of Actionable Data & Insights



50.5 Million persons passed by ELAN Media’s digital MUPIs at Mall of Qatar & Doha Festival City in 5 months. 

Shoppers at Doha Festival City and Mall of Qatar



Number of Advertisers on ELAN Media's DOOH 
Screens

From April to December 2017

Source: ELAN Media, BroadSign



100 Brands 
have carried ad campaigns on ELAN Media’s digital OOH network at the three malls since the screens were launched in April, 2017



ELAN Media is a leading company specializing in crafting innovative communication and advertising landscapes across a mix of media channels to engage consumers and energize 

brands.

ELAN Media is committed to driving innovation and excellence in advertising to become a first-class regional media company. It combines diversified advertising platforms including 

Digital, and Static Out-of-Home, Cinema, and Online to deliver effective advertising and creative opportunities for brands.

ELAN Media has pioneered Digital Out of Home (DOOH) advertising in Qatar by introducing the most advanced DOOH network in the region at Mall of Qatar, Doha Festival City, and 

Ezdan Mall. It is also the exclusive representative of Huffington Post Arabi in the region, Qatar Living, M’zad Qatar, Novo Cinemas, as well as other major online platforms.

ELAN Media operates as a joint venture with JC Decaux, the number one outdoor advertising company in the world. ELAN Media is a subsidiary of ELAN Group, a dynamic and 

innovative company delivering world-class experiences in media, entertainment, events and city beautification.

QDB Building B, Floor 3-5, Grand Hamad Street, Doha, Qatar

elanmedia@elan.qa 
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P.O. Box 24953 - Doha, Qatar

www.elan.qa
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